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a call to resist
illegitimate authority

26 July 1971 - 763 Massachusetts Avenue, #4, Cambridge, Mass. 02139 - Newsletter #55

WHY NOT TALK TO THE GRANO JURY?

-Arlene Siegel

(During May, 1971, the federal grand jury in
Seattle turned its attention from more mundane
matters to "investigating interstate travel to
organize, promote and encourage a riot; interstate transportation of explosive devices; illegal possession and use of explosives; interstate transportation of explosives by a person
under indictment; and conspiracy". One witness
was called to testify. She did, becau se she
thought she didn't know anything, and ended up
being indicted herself and jeopardizing the
safety of many of her sisters and brothers.
The following article about her experience is
excerpted from a longer om•: on recent grand
juries, "Are you now or have you ever • • • ",
in the RESIST kit on movement security.)
On April 26 in Washington, D.C. Leslie
Bacon was arrested and held in lieu of $100,000
bail on a warrant issued by George Boldt (federal judge in Seattle who heard the Seattle
Eight case) and based on a statement from an
FBI secret agent that she was a "material witness" to the March 1 Capi taol bombing and was
likely to flee if merely subpoenaed to testify
before the grand jury. On April 28 she
appeared in a D.c. district court for a perfunctory "removal"hearing. Her removal to
Seattle was ordered; a motion for a reduction
in bail was denied. On April 29 she was flown
to Seattle and on April 30 began testifying
before the grand jury.
She later wrote: "They (the government
prosecutors) said in the beginning, if you
don't know anything about the Capitol bombing
go in and tell them - it won't take more than
6 hours of questions • • • " Apparently Leslie
felt she could safely agree to testify because
she knew nothing about the Capitol bombing and
trusted the prosecutors' assurances that the
questions would concern only that event. Also,
her lawyers advised her to answer the questions.
Over the next three days she was asked about
every aspect of her life during the previous
18 months and about everyone and everything she
had seen, talked to, or heard about; she was
asked about the Ann Arbor conference in February, Mayday planning, her travels inside and
outside the U.S. Only a few of the questions
were at all related to the Capitol bombing.
Cont. on P. 3

BLACK STRUGGLE IN FLORIDA

-Wayne O'Neil

The Malcolm X United Liberation Front is a
black - J.utionary group located in Tallahassee,
Florida and working in several conmunities in
northern Florida. It is organizing for and
working toward the economic, social, p~litical,
and cultural liberation of black people there.
The Front thus engages in a wide range of connnunity activities on a sustained basis: local
domestic problems of housing and jobs and larger
national issues like the war and welfare. In
addition, the Front was largely responsible for
organizing a very successful and previously unexampled - gi~en its location - set of demonstrations around northern Florida during the
spring, culminating in a mass militant march on
the state capitol in Tallahassee on the anniversary of Martin Luther King's assassination.
Because the Front is militant, unafraid,
and effective, it is constantly harassed by the
local ruling class: its members are arrested
and detained on the least pretext, its mail is
delayed and intercepted, etc. But the boldest
and most naked act of repression to fall out on
the Front and its allies has been the case of
the Quincy Five. Five black brothers - Johnny
Burns, Johnny Frederick, David Keaton, David ·
Charles Smith, and John Britt - are being held
on a variety of charges including the murder of
deputy sheriff Thomas Revels of Leon County
during an armed robbery in September 1970.
Keaton - in a three-day trial and by a jury
chosen in one day - has already been tried and
sentenced to death for the murder. It is obvious that his trial has been badly handled,
that even rudimentary challenges to the injus tices being perpetrated against him were not made
by his "public defender". Frederick was tried
along with Keaton and sentenced to life imprisonment.
The cases of Burns, Smith, and Figgers have
been continued until this fall - with Burns,
after being severely beaten in jail, now incarcerated indefinitely in the Chattahoochee State
Mental Hospital. Several other charges and/or
sentences are pending against the Five, including
Burns1 and Smith's being accused of blowing up
the Quincy power sub-station.
A movement lawyer has now taken on the
cases and appeals of the Five and of a sixth
Cont. on P. 4

N.EW AMERICAN MOVEMENT

(Theirrie Cook and Michael Lerner, with Ramparts
and Seattle Liberation Front respectively, recently visited various movement people in. the Boston
area. During the first half of the summer, they
have been traveling across the country distributing
a pamphlet which they co-authored that is both a
critique of the past and a set of proposals for
the future of the movement. Entitled "New American Movement," RESIST is reprinting an abstract
in hopes that this exchange of ideas will spark
a general spirit of self-criticism and open discussion within the movement. We invite responses
from our readers.)
The Left has never had a greater possibility of reaching the American people than in
the present period. Virtually every sector of
American life is in crisis, and only the Left
has the possibility of developing an analysis
that can accurately account for the crisis.
The Left could develop a program and organization that very quickly -could speak for a sizeable minority, probably close to 20% of the
population, and would be listened to by the
majority. The entire political spectrum in
this country could be dramatically shifted towards the left; the question of socialism could
be put on the agenda as the primary question in
the political life of tens of millions of
people.
The main impediment to this development is
che Left itself, which has made itself increasingly irrelevant, just at a time when most people are straining to hear a coherent account of
the crises they experience in their lives. In
order to reach these people, we need a complete
rethinking of many of the major doctrines of
New Left organizing and practice as they have
emerged in the past two years. That kind of rethinking is unlikely today within the boundaries
of the established movement. It is necessary
to start over, expecting that the organized Left
itself would be critical of this move. We intend to do just that. In particular, we reject
the following errors of the current movement:
--Misuse and over-glorification of the Third
World and its revolutionary struggles.
--Unwillingness to take the anti-imperialist
analysis seriously, failing to launch
serious, on-going struggles against the
economy which requires imperialism to
function.
--Glorification of spontaneity and feeling
at the expense of (rather than along side
of) the intellectual life, failure to
undertake serious scientific study of U.S.
society.
--The adoption of militancy as the substance
rather than as the form of movement politics; the real skills necessary are not

karate and gun-training but those which
teach people to confront oppression.
--Inwardness; the struggle to transform ourselv.es is only.a part of the larger
struggle to transform this society.
--Anti-leadership; we reject the notion that
leadership is illegitimate, or itself
elitist.
The New American M:>vement, rejecting these
mistakes an4 intending to start in a very different direction, envisions a new orientation
that is directed outward and able to speak to
the majority of the American public. We intend
to build a mass membership organization that aims
to reach tens of millions of people. This organization will not sanctify one life style as
the only acceptable "revolutionary'' one, and will
severely discourage the dynamic of ''more revolutionary than thou" that has so crippled past
organizations of the New Left. We are not aiming
primarily at the students and the youth ghettos,
but will seek roots in every sector of the population capable of moving in a radical, socialist
direction. The New American M:>vement is not a
revolutionary vanguard party - rather, it is a
mass organization of socialists, seen as an
interim institution built for the next several
years, that can move to consolidate and provide
leadership for the marked trend towards the left
in recent years.
The basic organizing device of the New
American M:>vement will be the development of
programs around which people can be mobilized
to struggle. Programs will include struggles
for workers control in the factory, community
control over city, state, and national political
and economic institutions, and programs around
health care, tax reform, welfare, ecology, foods,
economic conversion, education, prisons, transportation, housing, the oppression of women,
racism, the military, old age, people's culture,
and imperialism. These programs will be put
forward around an explicitly socialist. analysis
which calls for the complete restructuring of
economic and political life in America.
For the present time, we have been circulating an expanded version of these ideas in a
document entitled ''New American Movement" and
travelling across the country meeting with
interested parties. We are particularly interested in making contact with Left caucuses in
the unions, professional associations, with
teachers, social workers, government workers,
doctors and lawyers, the unemployed, welfare
recipients - we want all to play a role in the
creation of this organizationr For the future,
we envision a weekly newspaper and an organizing
conference scheduled tentatively for Thanksgiving weekend. We invite you to contact us,
share your ideas and criticisms, and to obtain
a copy of our pamphlet (enclose 25¢ for postage)
by writing to: New American Movement, Apt. 3,
2314 Dwight Way, Berkeley, California.

GRAND JURY .··

On the second day u.s. Prosecutor Guy
Goodwin began asking Leslie about her relationship in the fall of 1970 with the Family Trust,
six of whom are in jail for the attempted firebombing of the First National City Bank in New
York City on December 4th. After following
her lawyer's advice and answering some of these
questions, Leslie realized that she was incriminating herself: the federal court in New
York had just issued a complaint against her,
based on evidence from her testimony in Seattle,
charging her with possession of explosives and
conspiracy to firebomb the First National City
Bank with the Family Trust. (At the time the
\
Family Trust people were indicted, the New
York state district attorney had decided not
to indict Leslie because he knew, from tapes of
planning meetings supplied by an informer, that-._
she had dropped out of the plot in the early
·
stages.)
When Leslie began taking the 5th Amendment
in response to questions about the Family
Trust, Goodwin changed to questions on other
subjects and she answered these that day and
the next. lb.en the government went to court
and got an order compelling her to answer the
Family Trust questions on the grounds that
she had waived her 5th Amendment rights by
answering some of these questions before taking
the 5th. On May 4th she did answer the other
questions about the Family Trust but refused
to answer questions on any other topic.
On May 13 she was before the grand jury
again but again refused to answer any questions.
This also happened on May 18, at which time the
government applied for "use" immunity for her.
(Under the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970,

this type of immunity is supposed to guarantee
that her own testimony cannot be used against
her.) lb.is was granted on the morning of the
18th. Leslie was taken back to the grand jury
room to answer the questions; she refused, was
declared guilty of civil contempt, and jailed.
A month later she was released on personal
recognizance pending a decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court on the constitutionality of "use"
inununity. In the meantime, the New York federal grand jury had indicted her for possession
of explosives and conspiracy to firebomb. She
is currently free on $10,000 bail while awaiting
trial on that charge.
Why did Leslie Bacon ever testify at all?
M:>st importantly, she didn't know what was
happening. Her attorneys continually advised
her to testify and refused to pass along to her
the advice of other lawyers that she refuse.
She had been assured by the U.S. attorney that
the inquiry involved only the Capitol bombing,
about which she knew nothing. Perhaps she felt
that her lack of knowledge would make the government look foolish; it would look less so
or be vindicated if she took the 5th and went
to jail. The price paid for her lack of ex-

perience and of acces,s to sound political advice was indeed great. As a result of her
testimony, she was indicted in New York and 12
people were subpoenaed before a grand jury
there, which is investigating Mayday, the Capitol bombing, and the possibility of adding
federal charges to the state ones for which
Family Trust people are already in jail.

Good Ti mes/LNS

What can we learn from her experience?
In recent months grand juries investigating
movement activities have been in session in at
least nine cities; more than 100 witnesses
have been called. Many of those subpoenaed
have been, like Leslie, people who felt they
had no info:rmation that was useful to the government. Some have testified; others have not.
While each case must be considered individually,
the only sure rule seems to be ''Don't say anything until you have had a chance to talk with
lawyers (about possible legal consequences),
people you are asked about (how they feel about
your testifying about -t~-- ~m), and people you
trust politically (about the possible consequences of your testimony from a realistic and
political perspective). This means that the
first time you appear you take the 5th on all
questions (which is justified by the broadness
of the conspiracy law) and keep a record of all
questions (by consulting with your attorney
after each one so that you have a chance to
write it down) so that you will know in whom
and what the prosecutor is interested. It is
fairly safe to assume that there is very little
one can say that isn't somehow relevant to
some kind of prosecution or repression planned
by the government. Info:rmation with no possible
criminal interpretation may just be used to
better watch people and activities until something more easily distorted, and therefore
more easily used to prosecute, turns up.
Cont. on P. 4

GRAND JURY ...

An important lesson to be learned from
Leslie Bacon's experience is that we must
BELIEVE that the government 'is really above
the law and cannot be expected to proceed
according to calculable legal procedures to
reach plausible and legally sound conclusions_.
The federal grand jury in Seattle did not have
any jurisdiction over the Family Trust conspiracy to bomb a New York City bank unless
some overt act in that conspiracy actually
took place in the region of its jurisdiction.
Nevertheless, they questioned her about this
plot and when she finally did start refusing
to answer, they obtained a court order which
said she must answer these illegal questions.
The govermnent never even claimed that any
overt act relating to the Family Trust plot
took place within its jurisdiction. Her testimony was then passed along to the FBI in New
York by the Seattle FBI office, and it was
cited in her indictment.
While it is true that most of us have
never done anything that should be of interest
to a grand jury, we cannot therefore assume
that we will never be called. When Leslie
Bacon was seized in late April, she knew
nothing about how a grand jury functioned,
what they had been doing in other places, why
the Seattle jury might be interested in her.
By the time she began to understand, it was
too late. Her experience is one we all must
learn from; it must not happen twice.
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JUNE GRANTS

North Lands Research Institute, Minneapolis:
toward expenses of establishing an office and making the institute self-sustaining.
The~ Sticks Collective, Little Rock: assistance with rent and program expenses during the
summer months.
The Women's Center, Los Angeles: a continuing
gra~over three months for office and medical
clinic equipment.
The People First, Dorchester, Mass.: assistance with the food co-op and oper~tion of the
storefront .
Lowell Organizing Project, Lowell, Mass.:
seed money towards the start of a new collective to work with poor and working-class people
around local issues.
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In their defense of the Quincy Five and
Figgers, the Front needs the support of all of
us. The Front is particularly anxious to explain in more detail the nature of its struggle
with the courts and the law and of its community work and projects. Further information'
can be gotten from its newspaper 'Ihe Front; it
also has speakers available for fund-raising
events. Write the Front, c/o Beverly G. Perkins,
P.O. Box 653, FAMU, Tallahassee, Florida.
Contributions payable to the Quincy 5 Legal
Defense Fund should be sent to the same address,
c/o Jessie Lee Fields.
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Day Care Center, Antioch, Ohio: assistance
with a downpayment on a house and necessary
repairs.
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Malcolm X United Liberation Front, Tallahasee,
Fla.: a co;tinuing grant o v e r ~ months (see
article in this issue on the Front, page 1).

Good Times/LNS

FLORIDA ...

brother - Alphonso Figgers - who is associated
with the Five for political reasons. All six
have been extremely active in the black struggle
in Florida and are now being harshly punished
and threatened for their part in the Front's
unparalleled attempt to challenge redneck rule.

Pit River Nation, ~ntgomery Creek, Calif.:
a continuing grant to assist in a legal suit
aimed at reclaiming ancient Indian territory
from Pacific Gas and Electic Co.
Kensington Project, Philadelphia, Pa.: assistance with the purchase of storefront equipment
such as mimeograph, silk screening, and photographic by a working-class oriented collective.
Non-Collaboration, New York City: seed
money for a group designed to offer information
and support to those subpoenaed before grand
juries.

